DELTA TURNING TARGET SYSTEM

Meggitt’s Delta Turning Target System is a series of target stands linked by connecting tie rods to a single drive unit, ensuring the targets expose and conceal in unison. Suitable for both indoor and outdoor ranges, the Delta Turning Targets are secured to a concrete pad or suitable foundation and may be sheltered by a berm or other ballistic guard. Timed target turning is controlled by the Model EC16 range timer that selectively controls the target functions. The range timer is portable and/or can be permanently located in a control room or tower.

The Delta Turning Target System provides a host of valuable features:
- Target expose, conceal, cycles and pre-course delay times are set in one second increments from zero to 999 seconds. The course may be programmed to repeat up to 999 times.
- Once activated, the range timer loads a preset training course from the internal memory, displaying LCD current course settings.
- The LCD display provides operator prompts to assist in each programming step, and targets may be exposed and concealed manually from the range timer when no course is running.
- Systems available with up to 10 or 24 target stands per drive unit.
- Target stands are available with a variety of target frames, pending the type of targets utilized.